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About us
A humble eatery
The Rotisserie Shop is a chef-driven eatery using all-natural meats and locally sourced produce. While the menu consists of rustic and humble menu items, the care and quality going into each dish are sure to provide a unique gastronomical experience. 
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Catering Inquiries
Let us cater your next event
The Rotisserie Shop would be honored to provide our services for your next event. Each event is bespoke to your tastes and needs, to provide the best experience possible for you and your guests.
Catering
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Reviews
review by - Yelp

                  Claire G:
                  


A great place to order some good comfort food! Ordered a half chicken with the cheese grits and a Caesar salad and it's amazing! The cheese grits are some of the best I've ever had. Also the fried green tomatoes are amazing, perfectly tart and crispy!



review by - Yelp

                  L B:
                  


Delicious!  We were in town and didn't want to eat some of the chain restaurants that we could get back home.  We loved this place so much we came here twice on our stay in Kennesaw.  Highly recommend!



review by - Yelp

                  Brad B:
                  


We eat there a few times each month.  It is a small independent restaurant.  I love their fried chicken strip sandwich, the fresh cut fries, the salads, the soups, the homemade cork screw Mac-n-chz, I could go on and on.  The food is fantastic.



review by - Yelp

                  Ashley S:
                  


This little restaurant has the BEST food. The Mac and cheese with pulled pork on top is amazing and the fried pickles with the dipping sauce-so good. The portions are huge and the food is nice comfort home southern cooking. This is one of my go to favorites in the area.



review by - Yelp

                  Li R:
                  


We ordered via delivery to try something new.  I have celiac and have to maintain a gluten free diet.  They not only have amazing food, but even had multiple options for gluten free.  We will definitely eat here again.
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Location

2615 George Busbee Parkway Northwest
Kennesaw, GA
30144


Hours

Hours:
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri, Sat
11:00 am - 9:00 pm

Brunch Hours: Sat, 10:00 am - 3.00 pm

Closed Sunday


Find us on...

Twitter pageFacebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(678)-909-6315
hello@savoryselections.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


